
Trot for TA TAs 2021 is going to be an AMAZING paired trail ride event with puzzles, clue solving, fun games, detours
and brain teasers along the way!  Let’s make this our biggest event yet and as you know,  ALL proceeds go into the TA TA

fund to be given out to our community members fighting and recovering from the costs of cancer and to help feed their
animals, keep their lights on and anything else we can help with to lighten their load.

So far in 6 years we have raised over  $40,000 to help others!!!! - We know this year we can add to that!

TROT FOR TA TAs Event Information!

You will work together with your partner on horseback or, in a new addition this year, even on foot hiking, across acres of
rolling hills and tree-lined gullies at the beautiful Flyer Ranch in Kiowa.

You will be using your wits, teamwork and secret items in your trail bags (that list will be given to you on registration), to
work through the stations and  challenges to get your “TATA Passport” stamped at each completed station. Your goal as a

team is to work through the course and activities as fast as you can with a completed passport to cross the finish line
together!

*IMPORTANT* This event will be broken up into “Divisions”, based on both rider’s comfort level.  Each Division pair will
leave the entry gate at different times with their own start time and each pair will not only be timed but you must pass the

challenges to keep continuing on the course (or you can take a pass card for a small time deduction). This will make it fair
for both faster and slower riders alike! However, keep an eye out for those sneaky  “Detour Cards” you may pick up along

the way!

Pairs must cross the finish line together to have their total time count.
Division Champions buckles and other prizes to be awarded - (Note: You can only ride in one division with one partner

for the event).

When registering, we ask that you be fair in which division you choose to have your team in.  For example, if you have a
partner less confident than you, please enter into their level division and stay at their pace or if you are generally faster

please enter into the Open Division.    Below are the Divisions you will be choosing from.
Cost is $40 per rider to enter the event.  Other costs such as overnight camping, stalls, TA TA shirts, merchandise and

the evening BBQ will be included in the Online Entry form opening on July 15!

Division "A" - The Trail Sprinters! This team would more than likely lope the course between the challenges and be
more seasoned riders who like to generally move out faster.  Professionals and Trainers would also compete in this

Division.  Note - Professionals and Trainers you may drop down into another division if your partner is not at your level .

Division "B" - The Trail Mid Rangers! This team would more than likely occasionally transition between all gaits but
trotting is more their top speed.

Division "C" - The Trail Chatters! This team would walk, laugh, take selfies, chat and meander more throughout the
course.

Division "D" - The No Horse No Problem Trail Hikers! This team is horseless and would like to hike the course and
tackle the challenges on foot (shorter course).



● Stallions are allowed but they must wear yellow ribbon in tail and it will be at the course steward’s overall discretion to remove any misbehaving or
dangerous animal.

Costs for the BBQ Dinner, Camping overnight and stalling your horses will also be available in the registration link.

Upon registration, you will receive a detailed “day of” information sheet including all timing, check in information and other
important details!

We are so excited for this year’s event and hope you are too! Get shopping for your pink or any other
cancer color you would like to ride on behalf of!

The TA TA Planning Team!


